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UM GRADUATE STUDENT RECEIVES FELLOWSHIP
TO STUDY SEDIMENTS OF FLATHEAD LAKE
By Lisa Walser
UM Publications and Media Relations

MISSOULA—
"There is the urge to say, 'Flathead Lake was cleaner when I was a kid!'
That doesn't make good testimony and it may not be true," Chris Sun-Crow said.
Sun-Crow, a University of Montana graduate student in geology and a Philadelphia
native, hopes to find out if the lake was cleaner 100 years ago and exactly how
clean it is now.
A recipient of a National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship, one of only
420 awarded this year, Sun-Crow is researching the distribution of heavy metals in
the sediments of Flathead Lake.

Heavy metals are good indicators of pollution

resulting from mining, industrialization and residential development, he said.
Studying the sediments of a lake is just as important as studying the water,
he explained.

"Metals that may be present in the lake sediments will help pinpoint

the lake's environmental status.

It is especially important to study the surface

sediments because seasonal temperature and chemical changes can draw metals out into
the water and fish can release them by nosing for food alonq the bottom."
Studies of this nature are particularly important at this time, Sun-Crow said,
"because some major changes are planned for the drainage.

Two coal mines across

the border and residential growth near Flathead may increase the amount of pollution
in the lake and its drainage."
Sun-Crow chose Flathead Lake for his research, he said, "because it is one of
the cleanest lakes of its size in the country."

(over)

Sun-Crow--add one
"We need to research the past and present status of the lake in terms of its
environmental quality.

Then we can determine if it has changed over the years and,

in the future, if a good job is being done to prevent any adverse effects from
occurring in the lake."
The lake's environmental history can be studied by taking core samples of the
sediments and dating them, Sun-Crow said.

These are obtained by lowering a hollow

pipe from a boat into the lake bottom and lifting the pipe up with the sediments
intact.

The deepest sediments are the oldest.

He hopes to get samples from 10 feet

deep next summer.
Sun-Crow, several UM professors, and other graduate students collected a number
of sediment samples this summer.

This winter, Sun-Crow is continuing work on the

analyses of those samples.
The University's Yellow Bay Biological Station is conducting ongoing research
on the quality of Flathead's water, so Sun-Crow and his fellow researchers at UM
work closely with professors and students there in determining the overall status
of the lake and its drainage.
The fellowship pays Sun-Crow a stipend of $365 a month and covers his tuition
and research expenses.

It was awarded for the 1980-81 school year and can be

renewed for two more years if his work shows "satisfactory progress."
Sun-Crow attended college in California until he transferred to UM in his
junior year.

He received his UM degree in geology with high honors in June.

completing his master's he hopes to study oceanography.
calls himself a geochemist.

After

Right now, however, Sun-Crow

He defines that as a person who can't decide if he is a

geologist or a chemist.
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